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Wave Bender
June 2017
KC8SPF

WRARC P REZ S EZ
Greetings everyone, it seems like summer is finally going to arrive, The birds are busy
with their nests, and we are busily preparing for our first big event of the year.
But before I talk, I would be remiss if I didn’t first make mention of the beautiful weather
we had for the road cleanup, and to again say “Thank You” to all those who came out
and made the cleanup go fast and smooth. We met at Perkins for breakfast and coffee
and then went down to Rt. 446 for our clean up. Every thing went smoothly and the
state was already picking up the bags as we left. So once again, Thanks to everyone
that gave up part of their Saturday to help keep our adopted road looking good.
Now that we have taken care of that, I want to again remind everyone that we have a
big event scheduled for June 4th, the first Youngstown Marathon. This will be a full 26mile race, and will be starting on Rt. 224 and going through the park to downtown back
winding around the park and back to the starting point on Rt. 224.
We will need at least 30 operators working this event and we have met with officers of
MVARA and in the spirit of cooperation that hams the world over are known for, they
have offered to help fill some of the spots with our members. This is what is need in our area, we have a great
group of hams in the Mahoning Valley, and it is good to see them coming together for the good of the community,
as well as the pleasure of working together and getting to know the other hams personally as well as a voice on
the speaker.
We will be getting all the information out soon to everyone, but it will be an early start and at this point, we plan
on meeting about 6am to get everyone to their positions and have net control set up and all radio checks done.
Please have all your equipment charged and checked out in the advance to make sure everything is operating
and on 145.270.
Again I am going to Thank Dave and Liz for making the repeater available to us for our use. It is nice having
such dedicated repeater owners in our Club and knowing that every time we key the mike, the repeater will be
there and operating properly.
All that being said, lets show the people running the Marathon what a good choice they made asking the Ham
operators of the valley to help them out.
The rest of the summer events have been on the schedule in the Wave Bender, and we will be working them as
usual, as well as helping out with other events as needed with the other clubs and hams in the area.
I hope everyone has a great summer, don’t forget Field Day is coming soon, and we are looking to another great
turn out.
73 to all, Bob, N8RCM

"Fate rarely calls upon us at a moment of our choosing" - Optimus Prime
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REMEMBER
FREEDOM
ISN’T
FREE

Officer’s Meeting:
June 13, 2017, 7:00 P.M. At Eat ‘n Park,
Austintown, Eat ‘n Park,
5451 Mahoning Ave
All members welcome

OTHER I MPORTANT W EB S ITES

Members Meeting:
June 20, Davidsons

For the ARRL searchable Hamfest calendar,
<http://www.arrl.org/hamfests-and-conventions-calendar>

3636 Canfield Rd.,Cornersburgh

Speaker: Stephen Chalmers,
Associate Professor of Photography
and Digital Imaging

T HE ARRL EXAM SEARCH PAGE
< HTTP :// WWW. ARRL .ORG / FIND - AN - AMATEURRADIO - LICENSE - EXAM - SESSION >

http://www.wrarc.net/
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F ROM O UR VP
As I write this month’s article, it is one day after the deadline I set from my three
email blasts I sent to our members to see how many are going to voluntarily participate in the upcoming Youngstown Marathon on Sunday, June 4th, 2017.
For the last several months I, and our other officers, have been talking about this
community fund-raising and the importance of the need we’re going to have for
participation of a lot of our membership due to the fact that the full marathon
course is going to be 26 miles starting from Boardman to downtown Youngstown
and back and we’re going to need, at minimum, 28 amateur radio operators.
Apparently, most of it has fallen on “deaf” ears because as of today, I
only have about 10 members (excluding club officers and board members) out of nearly 50 members who have told me they can help. And,
basically, they are the same members we can count on for any event.
Needless to say, I am extremely disappointed and disheartened with this lack of participation from
our members and have noticed a declining trend both in our monthly club meeting attendance,
our Friday night nets and participation in our other events over the last year. There is only one word to describe
this and it is “APATHY.” Most of you simply “don’t care.”
At this point, I seriously question the viability and future of this organization if this doesn’t turn around and turn
around fast. Since this newsletter will be coming out before June 4th and you think you can still help, you can
reach me at (330) 544-5865, or email at W0JO@arrl.net.
Our next monthly club meeting will be on Tuesday, June 18th at Davidson’s Restaurant, 3636 Canfield Road,
Canfield, OH 44406. We have dinner at 6:00pm EDT and start our meetings at 7:00pm EDT. The scheduled
guest speaker is Stephen Chalmers, Associate Professor of Photography and Digital Imaging at Youngstown
State University. This should be a very interesting and informative topic and we encourage all of our members
to attend.
All of our members, any Amateur Radio Operator nonmember, or anyone interested in learning more about the
Hobby/Service and WRARC are welcome to attend. Until then,
73, Joe, W0JO
VP/WRARC
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COMING UP ?

Youngstown Marithon - Volunteers needed
Board meeting, Board meetings are open to all interested members.
Member’s Meeting
Testing American Red Cross 3530 Belmont Ave #7
Field Day
Testing 10 A.M.@ Field Day
Board meeting, Board meetings are open to all interested
members.
Members Meeting

July 18
Aug. 08
Aug. 15
Aug 16
Aug 27

Board meeting, Board meetings are open to all interested
members.
Member’s Meeting
Testing American Red Cross 3530 Belmont Ave #7
Panerathon 2017 - Volunteers needed

September

Semi-Annual Community Service Event, 446 Road Clean up

Oct
Oct
Oct

Youngstown Peace Race - Volunteers needed
Walk To End Alzheimer's - Volunteers needed
Testing American Red Cross 3530 Belmont Ave #7,

02
07
18

Amateur Radio Operator

"Amateur means we're simply professional volunteers"

C ONTACT WRARC E LMERS
Avnet, Allan AB8AA
Beatty, Dave KC8WY
Fabry, Steve KC8SOY
Haren, Roy KD8IJF
Williams, Russ NR8W
Wojtowicz, Joe W0JO
Used with permission

WITH YOUR

Q UESTIONS -

ARRL reflector

QUESTIONS @ WRARC . NET

Antennas, radio setup, mobile,
grounding, classes, anything
anything
Yaesu FT8900, FT8800, Mobile
???
Electrician, tele-data, Amateur Extra
ICOM radios, D-Star

ab8aa@arrl.net
kc8wy@zoominternet.net
kc8soy@yahoo.com
harens@juno.com
rwiliams@neo.rr.com
w0jo@arrl.net

He who is afraid of asking, is afraid of learning

Ar ticle s fr om m em ber s f or t he Wave Ben d e r a re e n c o u ra g e d . T h e y mu s t b e re c e i v e d b y t h e e d i t o r on t he 2 0 t h
each m onth. Ple as e send your ar t i cl es t o: k8j aa@ a rrl . n e t , a n d p u t WR A R C o n t h e s u b j e c t l i n e o f y o u r e ma il. You m a y al so se nd your a r ticl es t o t he edi t or : Jane Avne t , 2 0 5 0 E . S o u t h R a n g e R d . , N e w S p ri n g f i e l d , O H 4 4 4 4 3
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Join us for the WRARC Friday night Net 9:00 P.M.
KD8DWV - 145.270, PL -110.9
Upcoming Net Control Operators

June
June
June
June
June

02
09
16
23
30

Rose, KD8TII
This could be you
Al, AB8AA
Bill, KD8HCQ
Jane, K8JAA

If your name has never been on this list
Contact Steve, KC8SOY to take a turn at Net Control
330-774-6346
WRARC Simplex Frequency 146.565

Mahoning County ARES® Nets
1st Monday 8.40 PM ET W8QLY Repeater - 146.745 (PL 110.9)
&
3rd Monday 8.40 PM ET W8QLY Repeater - 146.745 (PL 110.9)
ARES thanks MVARA for the use of their repeater
W8SGT is facilitating The Ohio HF net every Tuesday - 7:00 PM
The net is run from the State of Ohio EOC on the
Ohio ARES Admin frequency 3875 kHz LSB
moves to 7240 Khz after 20-min.
All are welcome to check in.
The Ohio ARES/OES Digital Emergency Net held every Tuesday at 8:00PM.
held on 3585 kHz USB.
Please note all digital communications are Upper Side Band.
http://www.http://ohden.org/ for net details. Net Manager Gary NJ8BB
COLUMBIANA COUNTY DIGITAL NET
Wednesdays 8:30 pm - 9:30 pm
145.510 MHZ SIMPLEX
First Wednesday of the Month Mahoning County Skywarn Net

Thanks & 73
All of our members (and others) look forward (hopefully) to getting this newsletter every month, so keep
sending those articles, jokes, and suggestions!
Thanks goes out to this month's contributors; N8SY, W5YI, the ARRL and the World-Wide Web.
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2017F IELD D AY
We are almost there. It will be time for Field Day before you know it. This is
another reminder that the sign up sheet for your covered dish to share for the
Sat. evening meal will be passed around once again at the June general meeting. If you haven’t signed up already, you can still do that at the meeting. If you
are unable to attend the meeting, you can contact me at 330-398-1303 or by
e-mail at mfstein@zoominternet.net to be added to the list.
As usual, the club will be providing the hamburgers and hot dogs. Plan to bring
your favorite side dishes to share. If that particular dish has already been
signed up for, I will let you know so you can choose something else. This outdoor meal is a lot of fun and we always eat well. Don’t forget to put your names
on the dishes, utensils, and any appliances and their lids so that everything
that is yours finds its way back to you when the evening is over. Dinner will be
at about 6:00 P.M. on Sat., the 24th. Also, don’t forget about the Chinese Auction basket raffle. Be sure to
bring a little extra money for it and the traditional 50/50. Basket raffle tickets will be one for $1.00 or six for
$5.00. We have a lot of really nice prizes to win and maybe we can raise some money for our teddy bear fund.
A few last minute things to keep in mind are as follows. It is always a good idea to bring a camping chair or
lawn chair for each member of your party for the times when we all sit at various stations on the grounds and
be sure to have a good flashlight or lantern to use when moving about the grounds after dark. Be careful of
where cables and wires are running along the ground! If you are bringing a
crockpot or some other electrical device, be sure to attach an extension cord to
it so we can be sure it can reach an available outlet. Be sure to keep any cold
foods on ice in a cooler until serving time as it is likely to be very hot that day.
Other essential things are: sunscreen, hats/visors, sunglasses, bug spray and citronella candles to keep mosquitos down. Keep in mind that tics are bad this year.
I will have basic first aid supplies in the food tent area. Let’s hope that having
that stuff there will be a good luck charm to keep anyone from actually needing
any of it! Remember that we are guests on Braking Point’s property, so let’s be
sure to take good care of it. We will have garbage bags so we can keep trash
bagged up and not scattered over the grounds. Invite your friends and family to
come on out to see what ham radio is all about. Enjoy the day and come on out
to work the HF bands.
73, Maureen, KD8NXS
Social Secretary
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T REASURER

I want to start out by asking all current and former members to please think about
renewing your membership. Since the due date has already past, which by the way
was January 31, 2017, the board members, including myself, had a discussion at
the May board meeting and decided that the final time to pay your dues will be
TUESDAY, JUNE 13th, the night of the board meeting. After that we will no longer
be accepting dues for this year.
With that being said, I conducted a survey regarding the number of members we
had last year, 2016, compared to this year, 2017, and it isn't good news. In 2015
we had a total of 57 members and each one of them renewed for 2016. This year
out of 57 members from last year, 49 members have renewed. In 2016 we had a
total of 32 members volunteer for the different events and that is out of 57 members. This year just for our first two events, we had 16 members volunteer out of 49 members. This year on average, we have had 38 members attend our general meetings out of 49. Then for our Friday night nets, we have
had on average, 25 members call in.
By writing this article, I am not trying to pressure anyone into renewing. I am only reminding our members that
this is a club that has many interesting venues for you to get involved with. We need more members to help
volunteer for our upcoming events, such as the Youngstown Marathon which will be held on Sunday, June 4th,
and will cover a lot of ground. The Panerathon Race on Sunday, August 27th, is another big race that will cover
a lot of ground, The Walk to end Alzheimer's held on Saturday, October 7th, and the Youngstown Peace Race
held on Sunday, October 2nd which is a big one, also. All these events need volunteers to help out. They should
be ALL MEMBERS, not just the same ones each time. Won't you please think about getting involved and joining
us for a great experience and have some fun while doing. It.
In closing, I would like to wish everyone a safe and happy summer and I hope to see some of you during that
time.
73 Rose, KD8TII

Congratulations
Gabbi
South Range H.S.
Graduate
May, 2017

M AYBE T HIS

IS

YOU ?

Could YOU be the one I’m looking for? This is the editor of YOUR Newsletter. We have
plenty of room for YOUR article(s)! If something is of interest to you, odds are that we all
will enjoy your thoughts and activities! Have a favorite radio? Have some reminiscing to
do? maybe you have a question for one of our Elmers. OR, a Tip or Trick you learned that
would help one of YOUR WRARC friends. You are warmly invited to contribute! Don’t
worry about writing or formality - we can help you with that. Your article could go in this
spot, or one larger, next month!! The deadline for input is the 20th of each month.
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ARRL F IELD D AY ?

ARRL Field Day is the single most popular on-the-air event held annually in the US and Canada. On the fourth weekend of June of each year,
more than 35,000 radio amateurs gather with their clubs, groups or simply with friends to operate from remote locations.
Field Day is a picnic, a campout, practice for emergencies, an informal
contest and, most of all, FUN!
It is a time where many aspects of Amateur Radio come together to
highlight our many roles. While some will treat it as a contest, other
groups use the opportunity to practice their emergency response capabilities. It is an excellent opportunity to demonstrate Amateur Radio to the organizations that Amateur Radio might serve in an
emergency, as well as the general public. For many clubs, ARRL Field Day is one of the highlights of
their annual calendar.
The contest part is simply to contact as many other stations as possible and to learn to operate our
radio gear in abnormal situations and less than optimal conditions.
We use these same skills when we help with events such as marathons and bike-a-thons; fund-raisers
such as walkathons; celebrations such as parades; and exhibits at fairs, malls and museums — these
are all large, preplanned, non-emergency activities.
But despite the development of very complex, modern communications systems — or maybe because
they ARE so complex — ham radio has been called into action again and again to provide communications in crises when it really matters. Amateur Radio people (also called “hams”) are well known for
our communications support in real disaster and post-disaster situations.
What is the ARRL?
The American Radio Relay League is the national association for Amateur Radio in the USA, representing over 171,000 FCC-licensed Amateurs. The ARRL is the primary source of information about
what is going on in Ham Radio. It provides books, news, support and information for individuals and
clubs, special events, continuing education classes and other benefits for its members.
What is Amateur Radio?
Often called “Ham Radio,” the Amateur Radio Service has been around for a century. In that time, it’s
grown into a worldwide community of licensed operators using the airwaves with every conceivable
means of communications technology. Its people range in age from youngsters to grandparents. Even
rocket scientists and a rock star or two are in the ham ranks. Most, however, are just normal folks like
you and me who enjoy learning and being able to transmit voice, data and pictures through the air to
unusual places, both near and far, without depending on commercial systems.
The Amateur Radio frequencies are the last remaining place in the usable radio spectrum where you
as an individual can develop and experiment with wireless communications. Hams not only can make
and modify their equipment, but can create whole new ways to do things.
For More Information visit: www.arrl.org
Updated: 1/2017

F IELD D AY

IS SO MUCH MORE THAN J UST A PICNIC
PAGE 8
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AND

B EYOND

Ask anyone about spring and summer of 2017 — hunters, hikers, fishers, parents, doctors, entomologists or
epidemiologists — and they will tell you ticks are bad this year.
“Because of the moisture we’re getting and the past three years of mild winters, we’re going to have a high tick
population,” said Oklahoma State University entomologist Justin Talley. “We just haven’t had any winter, any
significant, prolonged winter temperatures to knock them back.”
I would like to advise everyone of the increased risk of tick-borne diseases, including Lyme's disease. Ticks,
which can be found on both humans and animals, are most active in Ohio from early spring through summer.
The three most common ticks found in Ohio are the black-legged Tick, American Dog Tick, and Lone Star Tick.
Some species of ticks transmit diseases, which can result in mild to serious illness or even death.
Lyme disease is a tick-borne disease transmitted by the black-legged Tick. Typical symptoms include fever,
headache, fatigue and a characteristic skin rash (the "bull's-eye rash, “) swollen gland, and joint pain.
If left untreated, infection can spread to the joints, heart and nervous system. Lyme disease is diagnosed based
on symptoms, physical findings(e.g., rash) and the possibility of exposure to infected ticks; laboratory testing
is helpful if used correctly and performed with validated methods.
Rocky Mountain Spotted fever is another tick-borne disease transmitted by the American Dog Tick. Typical
symptoms include: fever, headache, abdominal pain, vomiting and muscle pain. A rash may also develop, but
is often absent in the first few days, and in some patients, never develops at all. Rocky Mountain Spotted fever
can be a severe or even fatal illness if not treated in the first few days of symptoms.
Proper protection from ticks and prompt removal are important to preventing infection and disease transmission.
Prevention tactics for people include avoiding tick-infested areas, walk in the center of trails, tucking your pants
into sock tops or into boots, wearing light-colored clothing to make it easier to find crawling ticks, using repellents containing 20 to 30 percent DEET and following label instructions very carefully.
Check yourselves and your children and pets after playing or recreation outside during this time of year. Check
for ticks under the arms, in and around the ears, inside the belly button, behind the knees, between the legs,
around the waist, and especially in the hair. Crotch and butt crack might require assistance.
Also, check coats, bags, and backpacks for ticks. Bathe or shower after exposure to tick habitats (preferably
within 2 hours) to wash off repellent and more easily find any tick that may have gotten on your skin.
Prevention for pets can be found on the internet. <http://www.petsandparasites.org/dog-owners/ticks/>
Continued page 10
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If you suspect that a tick has attached itself to your skin, apply a small drop of peppermint oil on the tick, and
usually within 20 seconds or so the tick will release from your skin. Then you can remove it with a tissue. It is
important not to dispose of the tick right away. I say again DO NOT DISPOSE OF THE TICK. Put it into a pill
bottle or other small container. In the unfortunate event that you contract a disease or symptoms as described
above, take the tick with you to your Doctor. Do not use a lit cigarette or hot needle or solvent or salve or any
other old wives tail to remove ticks.
For additional information about preventing tick bites for you, your family and pets, removing ticks, and preventing ticks in your yard, contact Ohio Department of Health website or the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. I hope you will all find this information helpful.
73 Russ, NR8W
http://wildlife.ohiodnr.gov/species-and-habitats/ticks-in-ohio

RT. 446 ROAD C LEAN

UP

Steve, KC8SOY; Darrin, N8DMC; Rose, KC8TII; Stan, KB3WPD; Bob, N8RCM; Terri, N1TAM; Roy, KD8IJF;
Donna, Jane, K8JAA; Al, AB8AA; Ted, KD8IJE all met for breakfast at Perkins in Canfield. Roy, KD8JMO; Joe,
KD8WOF; Dave, KE8ALR went straight out to the Mill Creek Metro Farms parking lot where we met them after
breakfast to pick up the vests and trash bags. Donna was Jane’s copilot. Her job was handing out bags and
cheering the others on. It was a beautiful morning, and the job took just about 2-hrs. Thanks for the nice turnout,
it was much appreciated.
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S WAP ’ N S HOP
Antennas, Tower, and Radios plus other stuff for sale
Kenwood TH-22AT 2 Mtr HH
Nye Viking, MBI-001 Tuner,
Shure model PE515, Microphone
Shure model 444D, Microphone
AEA model QT-1, Antenna tuner
Radio Shack 2 meter HTX-202
Astron Power Supply Model RS-20M
Astron Power Supply Model VS-35M
Pyrmid Power Supply model PS-25
Swan SWR-1A SWR/ Pwr Meter
Andrew F4PNMV2-HC N Male connector
Hy-Gain HG-52SS tower, Good Condition

$ 25
$100
$ 15
$ 15
$ 25
$ 25
$ 50
$ 75
$ 50
$ 10
$ 10 ea
$500

Code Keys, MFJ and Misc. Equipment for sale
Bencher ST-1CW Paddle
Coax Switches (3)
Code Keys Straight (3)
Code Key McElroy Streamkey Model 200
Code Key J-37 key on a J-44 Base
Dentron Jr. Monitor
HEIL ICM Mike
IIcom IC-AG1 430Mhz Preamp
KENT Single Paddle
MFJ MFJ-204B Antenna Bridge
MFJ MFJ-906 6 Mtr Antenna Tuner
MFJ MFJ-9040 40 Mtr CW transceiver
MFJ MFJ-971 Antenna Tuner
MFJ MFJ-492 Memory Keyer
MFJ MFJ-464 CW Reader/ Keyer
MFJ MFJ-105B 24 hour Clock
MFJ MFJ-484 Grandmaster Memory Keyer
MFJ MFJ- 812 VHF SWR/ Power Meter

$ 70
$ 10 ea
$ 10 ea
$ 25
$ 20
$ 45
$ 40
$ 25
$ 65
$ 30
$ 50
$100
$ 65
$ 50
$100
$ 10
$ 45
$ 10

Heathkit and Ten-Tec Equipment for sale
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit

HM-9 QRP Wattmeter
HFT-9A Antenna Tuner
HG-10 VFO
AM-2 SWR/ Power Meter
HM-11 SWR/ Power Meter
SB-600 Speaker
IM-10 VTVM
DX-60 10 thru 80 Meters HF
75 Meter Single Bander
GR-88 152-174Mhz Receiver
VTVM Model IM-11 (A)
HS-24 Speaker

Ten-Tec OMNI VI HF Model 563
Ten-Tec Argosy II Model 525-D

$ 40
$ 40
$ 40
$ 20
$ 20
$ 25
$ 25
$ 75
$ 75
$ 10
$ 25
$ 10

$500
$250
Continued page 12
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Antenna Tuner Model 247
Kit Shortwave Receiver Model 1253
Kit 6 Mtr Transverter
Power Supply 252G

$ 50
$100
$ 40
$ 45

HY-Gain HG-52SS tower, HY-Gain Ham IV Rotor, HY-Gain Explorer 14 Beam
with the QK-710 40 Meter add-on kit, and HY-Gain DB-12/17 meter.
Price for all

$1000.

Will accept all reasonable offers.
Misc tower parts, lots contact me if interested.
Al, AB8AA, 330-207-3296 or ab8aa@arrl.net

20a 12v Homebrew supply
Alpine HF Screwwdriver Mobile ant
ARRL Ham Manual
Bird Moddel 43 Watt meter no slug
B&K Precision PS-500 Prescaler
Devry Institute VTVM
Eico Mod 1064S variable bench supply
Fluke Mod 8030A Dgitial Multi Meter
GAP Titan HF Antenna

$ 10
$125
$ 2
$150
$ 5
$ 5
$ 20
$ 15
$100

Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit
Heathkit

$ 75
$ 20
$ 30
$ 15
$ 40

Icom
Icom
Icom
Icom
Icom
Icom

capacitor checker IT-11
FET checker IT-121
HW-2036 2mtr mobile&pwer supply
IM 5228 VTVM
Ocilloscope calibrator IG-4505

02AT with batteries,mic, ant
02AT with batteries,mic, ant
2AT with batteries, ant
2AT with batteries, ant
4AT with batteries
IC-756 ProII service manual

$
$
$
$
$
$

20
20
10
10
10
10

Micronta VOM
Olson SWR & Power meter
Power Sonic 6v battery charger
Realistic HTX 202 s meter HT
Timex Sinclair 1000 computer
Waveteck 310B LCD Digital Multi meter
FlexRaio SDR-1000 QRP xcvr no ATU
Winradio WR-G31DDC Excalibur SDR rcvr

$ 5
$ 5
$ 5
$ 20
$ 15
$ 10
$100
$500

MFJ 616 Speech Intelligibility Enhancer
Hewlett Packard 5381A freq counter
Daiwa CN-101L swr/pwr meter 1.8-150 mhz
Kenwood TS-50 with CW filter
Ten Tec Argonaut II
Kenwood TM-241 moblie 2 meter xcvr
Realistic Pro-2005 400 chan scanner rcvr
Complete Davis Weather Monitor II weather Station
Kent Single Paddle CW key

$ 75
$ 50
$ 45
$525
$400
$ 60
$ 40
$ 80
$100
Continued page 13
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DSI Model 3550 550mhz frequency counter
Large 12 inch Quatz 24 hour clock
Drake TR4C HF xcvr with AC and DC supplies

$ 30
$ 10
$ 30

Contact Frank Sole <younghotdog@yahoo.com>
Hygain AV-620 20-6 meter vertical.
No traps, no coils, no radials--just a compact counterpoise--bands
individually tuneable. 22.5 ft. long--can be partially disassembled for easy transport.
Includes manual.

$125.

Cushcraft Ringo AR-6, 6 meter vertical.Â Very Good condition--used for one year and has been in storage since.
Compact size, wide bandwidth, a low radiation angle--no radials needed.
½ wave antenna that includes built-in lightning protection. Includes manual.
$ 45
Both items local pickup only. Contact Mark, K8MSH, mh@zoominternet.net

WRARC TOUR

OF

DX E NGINEERING

THANK YOU
IT WAS FUN
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Eclipse of the Sun
the total solar eclipse of August 21, 2017,

R EMINDER : N EW T ROPICAL EAS C ODES TAKE E FFECT J UNE 1
By Tim Schott, NWS Dissemination Services, Silver Spring, MD
NWS will start using three new NOAA Weather Radio All Hazards (NWR)
and Emergency Alert System (EAS) Event Codes in time for the 2017 hurricane season. This change will not happen in all areas. The three new
Event Codes are:??
Extreme Wind Warning (EWW)??
Storm Surge Watch (SSA)??
Storm Surge Warning (SSW)
NWR receivers will alert users in onte of following ways:??
Units with a limited, caption-like message display likely will show “UNKNOWN WARNING” or “UNKNOWN
WATCH.”??
NWS receivers equipped with Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME) will activate with SAME alarm tones.??
Receivers equipped with the 1050 Hertz (Hz) Warning Alarm Tone (WAT) will activate for the warnings.
The NWS Dissemination Team is working with receiver manufacturers to add the new codes to newly-manufactured NWR SAME receivers. NWS Weather Forecast Offices (WFO) are coordinating with state and local Emergency Communications Committees, state and local EM agencies and broadcasters’ associations to implement
the new codes.
EAS equipment manufacturers provided instructions to broadcast customers on how to update software. Any
questions on this process should be directed to your weather radio manufacturer. EAS equipment manufacturers
are now required to integrate the new codes into newly manufactured equipment.
For more information, see the Weather-Ready Nation factsheet summarizing these changes.
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W EATHER-R EADY N ATION P ROGRAM H ELPS S MALL C OM MUNITY C ONNECT
By Charlie Woodrum, NWS Pacific Region WCM, Honolulu, HI Last fall, staff at Weather Service Office (WSO) Pago Pago saw an
opportunity to better connect with the community by using the
Weather-Ready Nation (WRN) Ambassador program. Starting from
scratch without any Ambassadors, local NWS staff embraced a
modified version of the WRN Ambassador Care Model developed
by NWS Twin Cities, MN. This baseline helped the team brainstorm
a list of potential candidates to approach with the initiative and to
start signing up partners. Pacific Region offices were each challenged with goals to increase their number of WRN Ambassadors
by March 1. WSO Pago Pago eclipsed its goal and its deadline by
enrolled 15 Ambassadors by February 1. By reaching its goal first
in Pacific Region, the WSO team achieved the “Golden Coconut Award.” A s of April 28, the office has 23 WRN
Ambassadors, with the number still growing. In addition to signing up so many new organizations in American
Samoa, the office also worked closely with the National Park Service to design an office display that was both
unique and fully represented its local culture. A Samoan design lies within its WRN emblem in the display. In
addition, the displays use native birds and flowers to highlight each organization’s name around the logo. Each
of the icons used are significant to the people and culture of American Samoa. Below is the meaning of each
symbol:irds (top right corner): Foretell an oncoming storm/hurricane USGS and NWS employees at the river
gage, the instrumentation used to measure both stage heights and streamflow in the river.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lupe (pigeons): Very important in Samoan history/legends
Ti’otala (4 center bird on top of “R”): Foretell of oncoming rain showers
Manuma (3 birds next to “W”): Nativeto Samoan islands
Segaula (2 green birds next to “N”):Bird of Manu’a Islands
Teuila (Red flowers on the sides of Samoan adage): Flower of Samoan Islands
Aute (Red and Yellow flowers below the Samoan adage): Hibiscus flowers
Pua (Besides “Ambassadors”): Plumeria flowers

At the bottom of logo, the Samoan adage is: “Ia o gatasi le futia ma le umele.” This translates to how everything
works well with working together with teamwork or partnership. As a next step in this initiative, WSO Pago Pago
looks forward to welcoming its new WRN Ambassadors to the WSO office and recognizing them with both a
certificate and a sign.
May 2017 NWS Aware

G ROUNDING

AND

B ONDING

FOR THE

R ADIO A MATEUR

Proper Station Grounding is Important!
... Build your ham radio station with effective grounding and bonding techniques:
•
AC safety: protects against shock hazards from ac-powered equipment by providing a safe path for current when a fault in wiring or insulation occurs.
•
Lightning protection: keeps all equipment at the same voltage during transients
from lighting and dissipate the lightning’s charge in the Earth, routing it away from equipment.
•
RF management: prevents unwanted RF currents and voltages from disrupting
the normal functions of equipment (also known as RF interference or RFI).
Make sure your station follows current standards for lightning protection and communication systems, not to
mention the National Electrical Code. You’ll need to know effective grounding and bonding techniques for home
stations, as well as towers and outside antennas. Check out:
http://www.reeve.com/Documents/Articles%20Papers/AntennaSystemGroundingRequirements_Reeve.pdf
ARRL also has a new book out covering thie subject http://www.arrl.org/shop/Grounding-and-Bonding-for-the-Radio-Amateur/
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T HE O UTGOING ACC
Hi everyone, we’ve come to the end of my run. This column will be my last,
and my tenure as your Affiliated Club Coordinator ends in a couple weeks.
I’d like for you to welcome Tom Sly, WB8LCD as your new ACC effective
June 1st. You'll read more from Tom in this issue, effective June 1st. You'll
read more from Tom in this issue.
When I took this job 2014, I knew it would not be forever; that the time would
come when new things & new challenges would entice me. With some big
stuff happening at church this year, that time is at hand. I feel that trying to
do justice to those commitments while being ACC just isn"t going to work.
So with that out of the way, let"s move on to the subject on everyone"s minds; Hamvention. Will you be heading
to Xenia this year? Despite all that you may have read online, there are a LOT of folks working hard to make
this first year go off flawlessly. Will there be room for improvement? Sure there will. But, if you go to the big
show, have fun, and give it a chance! I"ll be doing a single day bus trip this year, but hope to return next year
for the entire show.
Also, I thought I'd hammer on this subject one last time. Let's keep those club records up to date with the
league. It really is that important. Even if there are no changes, they need to be updated at least once per year.
There"s more information on how to update your club record at www.arrl.org/club-update. While the hammer is
out, let"s talk about the Special Service Club status. If your club is a SSC, there is no way to pull up your expiration date online at this time. The best way for now, is to contact your Affiliated Club Coordinator, or Section
Manager for this information.
So, let"s have some fun this summer. In the next few months, we have ARRL Field Day, the Ohio QSO Party,
and the Ohio State Parks On The Air contest coming up. All of these are an awesome chance for you, or your
club to be sought after on the HF bands. Get out there and have some fun.
Other opportunities abound; I"ve been beating the drum for a while now about clubs doing Special Event Stations. But there are other options. Just pick a day, and do a "Park-Pedition" set up a portable station, invite
friends with their gear, bring a grill, etc. Don’t Plan; Just Do!
On that note; Ideas tend to get discussed, and planned to death in club meetings. Sometimes, you just need
take that leap of faith, step out, and do things, letting the details fall into place on their own. One thing I've
learned from my Awesome Wife, Lyn, is that sometimes you can spend too much time planning, and not enough
time doing.
I’ve had a lot of fun being your ACC. I've spoken to a lot of you, by e-mail, phone, and in person. My almost
three years in this job have been a real eye-opener, and I continue to be impressed by the caliber of clubs in
the Ohio Section. This has been one wild ride that I would not trade for anything.
Thanks everyone, but especially to Scott, N8SY. He is the kind of Hard working Section Manager who makes
my job a breeze!
And, as Porky Pig would say, "Ble, ble, ble, that's all folks!"
73, DE KD8MQ\
John Myers, KD8MQ - ACC, R
kd8mq1@gmail.com
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Ohio Repsonds - Stan and I have finalized all the little details with the State of Ohio in preparation for all of
you to get registered in the Ohio Responds database. I still have a few minor details to get out to you BEFORE
you start registering, so be aware that this will very soon start up.
Ok, now that I've brought the subject up.. I want you to understand that you MUST be registered with your 4
completed NIMS courses in our statewide database BEFORE you attempt to register on the Ohio Responds
website. So, for those of you who have been dragging your feet on getting your courses completed, I hope this
will be the incentive for you to get started. How do I know if I'm on the list or not? Here's the link to the list.
http://arrl-ohio.org/SEC/special/nims_roster.html Don't see your name on the list, and you've submitted your
certificates? Contact me immediately!
I also want you to know that we'll be asking if you've had a federal or state background check within the last 5
years. Now don't get all shook about this..!! We are only asking this question to know who we could place in
sensitive areas where this would be a requirement. It WILL NOT affect your ability to be a part of our Section
of Ohio Responds. We will accept valid and current CCW licenses from Ohio as a background check. Most
churches and schools do them if you are going to be exposed directly to children. Now, that's just a few of the
ways that you could have already had a background check done and maybe not realized it. There are many
more.
For those of you just starting out now that you have a real incentive, we have a web page with all the information
about how to get started.. http://arrl-ohio.org/SEC/training.html. This page contains a lot of information about
what is needed. Each course takes about an hour or so to take, that's really not much to ask now is it? You
spent way more than that to get your Amateur Radio operators license!
Now here's a link that Ed, KE8ANU found that breaks it all down for you as to what the classes are: https://training.fema.gov/emiweb/is/icsresource/trainingmaterials.htm
Thanks Ed..!!
And here's an additional link to the FEMA First Responder Catalog www.firstrespondertraining.gov Thanks
Michael, N8QHV
****************************************************
LET'S TALK
Hey Gang, Next on my list of items to talk about this month is our Affiliated Clubs Coordinator, John, KD8MQ.
I'm sure that you've read above where John has had a change in direction in his personal life and has asked to
be allowed to retire from his duties as Affiliated Clubs Coordinator. We will miss John greatly, as that he's
brought a lot to the table as ACC, but we do understand his course change in life. John, thank you so very
much for all that you've done for me, the clubs in Ohio and the ARRL. Our hats are off to you my friend!
John and I talked about his replacement and we both quickly came to one name, Tom Sly, WB8LCD. Tom's had
various duties with the Ohio Section for several years now. He's very qualified to be the new Affiliated Clubs
Coordinator for sure, as that he's been one of the biggest driving forces in the Ohio Section to get clubs and
club members involved once again!

Tom has spoken numerous times at Ohio Section functions about how to get the membership and clubs involved.
Tom also spoke, and represented the Ohio Section, at the 100 year Celebration back in 2014 in Connecticut!
Tom's Bio appears below and I'm very sure that you'll agree with me, he's going to make a really great ACC for
the Ohio Section.
Are you getting those emails from me? If not, all you have to do is to â€œOpt-Inâ€ to receive them. Heck, just
send me an email n8sy@n8sy.com I'll get you added to the mailing list. There's a link to do this on the Ohio
Section website, it's on the bottom left corner. For your convenience. Here's a direct link to it: http://arrlohio.org/forwarder/forwarding.html I urge all of you to make sure that everyone, regardless of whether they
are a League member or not, gets signed up for one of these options. You can always “Opt-Out” at any time if
you feel this is not what you were expecting. Did you know that the Ohio Section mailing list is Continued page 18
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almost 2,000 strong now? It is, and the ARRL emailing list for Ohio is over 3,600. We have 28,000 licensees's
in Ohio, let's see if we can get this email out to all 28,000 by the end of the year! Just let me know
that you want added to the listing. I do get 8 � 10 new people every week! If you know of anyone that might be
interested in getting my emails that isn't already, please let them know!
On that same subject, there's another NEW one question, questionnaire on the Ohio Section Website! This
question is really important for me to know. It will only take about 2 seconds for you to answer it, and you can
see how your answer stacks up with others instantly. If you haven't done it yet, please do. I really want to hear
from you. And, if you have a question that you'd like to see on our questionnaire, please send it to me! I have
had several of you already do that and I would love to see more!!
Are you a member of the ARRL?? If you aren't a League member, this is a great opportunity to become one.
Want more information on how to join? Here's the link: http://www.arrl.org/membership-levels. There's even a
90 day FREE trial that you can apply for if you've never been a member.. Got questions about being a member
or what the League is all about? Send me an email n8sy@n8sy.com I'll be happy to call or write to you. We
can even meet and have coffee if you'd like, and I'll buy!!
I'm sure all of you have heard me say that I'm always available for you, whether you're an ARRL member or
not. It's true, and you can feel free to write or call me anytime. If you have any questions, concerns, or would
just like to sit and chat awhile over a cup of coffee or something cold to drink, feel free to call or write me (419)
512-4445 or n8sy@n8sy.com
That's going to do it for this month. I hope to see you all at your Hamfests, club meetings or on the air!
Please help me welcome Tom as our newest Affiliated Clubs Coordinator!!
ARRL Ohio Section
Section Manager: Scott D Yonally, N8SY
n8sy@arrl.org
****************************************************
Our Newest Affiliated Clubs Coordinator
Tom Sly, WB8LCD
I was born in 1953 and grew up on the West side of Cleveland in a little town
called Parkview (long since annexed into Fairview Park). Somewhere around
1966 my folks moved to Aurora in Portage County my first year of high school.
In that first year in Aurora I earned the rank of Eagle Scout and obtained my
first Ham Radio License, as a novice WN8AAB. My interest in Ham Radio was
because of a neighbor in Fairview . Stan Hillman, W8FZS (SK). Unfortunately,
Aurora is a long way from Fairview for a 14-year-old kid, so my novice experience was pretty tough. My license lapsed at the end of the second year. Six
months later I had a Tech ticket with the call WB8LCD. My parents were 100%
supportive of my hobby, but neither of them were involved or even interested in
it, so they were not able to help me along too much.
In 1971 I left Aurora for the University of Tennessee as a new student in their EE program. Unfortunately, I
didn't apply myself as I should have and in my second year met my future wife and moved back to OH. My wife,
Mary, and I have been married 43 years, we have 3 children and 2 grandchildren. My oldest daughter, Jenny,
is the only one who has ever gotten a license � she is KD8LIR. I did finish college with a BSBA majoring in
Finance from the University of Akron. While I was in my Junior year I had the opportunity to get involved in the
insurance business, started my own Independent Agency and have not had a job since I got out of college. I'm
still in the insurance agency business along with my business partner WB8VYW, who I met at the Akron U Ham
Radio Club.
There are only two times in my life when I have not been an active Ham the 6 months when my novice ticket
lapsed, and approximately 3 years while my son was in high school. He was very active in the aquarium hobby
and most of my spare time was spent cleaning fish tanks with him. I think he was gone to college about 3 days
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when I had a new HF rig and got back on the air! A few years later I had a group of Ham “aquaintances” in
Portage County and we decided to start a club that would be ACTIVE in the Ham Radio hobby and would concentrate on the FUN that Ham Radio has to offer.
Since my involvement with PCARS for the past 10+ years I've probably had more Ham Radio fun than EVER
and have totally embraced Ham Radio as a lifestyle! All of my friends are Hams (well, not all, but most!) I'm
probably not the best Ham, not the most interesting Ham, definitely not the smartest Ham, but, my passion for
the hobby will equal or surpass most! I'm a strong supporter of the ARRL , in fact I truly believe that without
them our hobby would not exist today. I'm also a strong supporter of local clubs, that is where new Hams can
get connected with others and learn about all the diverse activities that Ham Radio entails.
I'm excited for this opportunity to give back to the hobby that has been such a big part of my life. I hope that
together we can keep the hobby growing, and keep the hobby FUN!

B IRTHDAYS
KD8QNY
AB8AA
AB8BL
KD8TIK

THIS MONTH

Nancy Brett
Allan Avnet
Brian Lewis
Bonny Scott
Scott Stengloin
N ATIONAL T RAFFIC S YSTEM

Traffic passing by formal relay (via amateur radio) originates from the founding of the American Radio Relay
League. The NTS as it exists today was first outlined by George Hart, W1NJM (died 24 March 2013) in "New
National Traffic Plan: ARRL Maps New Traffic Organization for All Amateurs" as part of the September 1949
issue of QST. While traffic passing between amateur radio operators was nothing new, Hart's system extended
coverage of traffic capability in a uniform manner across the U.S. and Canada, creating formal section and area
nets devoted to handling NTS-organized traffic.
Organizational structure
NTS is defined using geographic areas. The U.S. is divided into areas that approximate time zones. Areas are
divided into regions, and regions into sections that correspond to a state. Each of these subdivisions has nets
for collecting and distributing traffic. A net is nothing more than a time of day and a radio frequency where the
appropriate group of amateur operators can meet to send the messages on their way. ARRL Radiogram traffic
typically begins and ends its journey at local nets, often through nearby repeaters. Local nets typically involve
city or county-wide coverage on VHF (2-metre band) or UHF (70 cm band), and although the ARRL does not
endorse a single mode for traffic passing, messages are typically relayed by voice at this level.
Representatives from section nets relay traffic collected from local nets up to the appropriate region net, or
relay to a nearby section for further delivery. Messages are exchanged between section and region representatives, which are then passed to area nets, the highest level in the system. Nets at these upper levels usually
take place on HF band modes for their distance capabilities (e.g. 6 and 10 metres) and can be passed by voice,
CW, digital, and even packet modes.
As traffic trickles back down through the area, region, section, and local nets, messages are typically delivered
via a local telephone call, depending on handling instructions. Messages can also be delivered Continued page 20
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by hand or via message carrier, including the postal service, however Part 97 dictates that ham radio operators
cannot receive financial restitution for their service.[3] If a message is undeliverable, handling instructions may
dictate that a service message be originated back to the sending station.
Traffic passing
This process is best explained by an example. Let's say that someone in Minnesota wants to send a birthday
greeting to Aunt Mary in California. They telephone their local ham friend and give him the message.
At 6:30 local time, the Minnesota ham attends ("checks into") the Minnesota Section net. One station there has
been designated to accept all outgoing messages, and Aunt Mary's message is sent to that station.
At 7:45, the station who received the message checks into the Region net. This net consists of representatives
from all the section nets in the region, and one station has been designated to accept all traffic that flows out
of the region. Aunt Mary's greeting will be sent to this station.
At 8:30, the station from the region checks into the Area net and sends Aunt Mary's greeting to the designated
representative from the Pacific area.
At 8:30 Pacific Time, the Pacific Area net meets. (All the area nets meet at 8:30 local time; since they are in different time zones there is no overlap.) At this point the process is repeated in the opposite order The area representative sends the message to the appropriate region representative,
The region representative meets a later session of the region net and sends the message to the appropriate
section representative,
The section representative meets a later section net and sends the message to the closest operator to Aunt
Mary's home
The final recipient calls Aunt Mary on the telephone and delivers the greeting.
Perhaps this sounds rather complex, but it really isn't. Each net uses the same procedure and operating techniques, so as novice operators gain experience they can "graduate" from section to region to area nets. Every
message is placed into the same format. The operation is disciplined but not unduly complex.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Traffic_System

Tuesday, Friday, Sunday 147.015
Echo Link node 623692
Sunday, Tuesday, Friday 9:00pm Local Time
147.015 PL 110.9 Hz
Alternate Frequency
146.85 (-) PL 110.9 Hz
All stations should move to alternate frequency whenever the primary repeater is unavailable
EchoLink: NODE (623692) EchoLink may not be available for all sessiohttp://www.tricountytraffic.net/
Training Materials
Our Training Manual covers everything: how to check in, how to format a radiogram, how to send, how to deliver
radiograms. Includes blank forms and many examples. If you’re new to the Tri-County Net, download it here.
<http://www.tricountytraffic.net/TCTTN_Basic_Training.pdf>
If you’ve been participating in TCTTN on a regular basis, maybe you have what it takes to be a Net Control
Station. First, review the NCS Training Package. Download the PDF file here.
<http://www.tricountytraffic.net/TCTTN_NCS_Package.pdf>
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A USTINTOWN

Tower was on an commercial radio store which closed a number
of years ago. It was taken down to make room for a new
business that wanted to use that space, $1,500.
I believe 20/9 was using that tower for their repeater.
Not sure where they have it now.

Glass takes one million years to decompose, which means it never wears out and can be
recycled an infinite amount of times!
Gold is the only metal that doesn't rust, even if it's buried in the ground for thousands
of years.
Your tongue

is the only muscle in your body that is attached at only one end.

If you stop getting thirsty, you need to drink more water. When a human body is dehydrated,
its thirst mechanism shuts off.
Zero
Kites

is the only number that cannot be represented by Roman numerals.

were used in the American Civil War to deliver letters and newspapers.

The song, Auld Lang Syne, is sung at the stroke of midnight in almost every
country in the world to bring in the new year.

English-speaking

Drinking water after eating reduces the acid in your mouth by 61 percent.
Peanut oil is used for cooking in submarines because it doesn't smoke unless it's heated above
450F.
Nine out of every 10 living things live in the ocean.
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TRUE STORY

It all started with a skin flick - In 1933, a beautiful, young Austrian woman took off her clothes for a movie director. She ran through the woods, naked. She swam in a lake, naked. Pushing well beyond the social norms
of the period, the movie also featured a simulated orgasm. To make the scene "vivid," the director reportedly
stabbed the actress with a sharp pin just off screen.
The most popular movie in 1933 was King Kong. But everyone in Hollywood was talking about that scandalous
movie with the gorgeous, young Austrian woman. Louis B. Mayer, of the giant studio MGM, said she was the
most beautiful woman in the world. The film was banned practically everywhere, which of course made it even
more popular and valuable. Mussolini reportedly refused to sell his copy at any price.
The star of the film, called Ecstasy, was Hedwig Kiesler. She said the secret of her beauty was "to stand there
and look stupid." In reality, Kiesler was anything but stupid. She was a genius. She'd grown up as the only child
of a prominent Jewish banker. She was a math prodigy. She excelled at science. As she grew older, she became
ruthless, using all the power her body and mind gave her.
Between the sexual roles she played, her tremendous beauty, and the power of her intellect, Kiesler would confound the men in her life, including her six husbands, two of the most ruthless dictators of the 20th century,
and one of the greatest movie producers in history.
Her beauty made her rich for a time. She is said to have made - and spent - $30 million in her life. But her
greatest accomplishment resulted from her intellect, and her invention continues to shape the world we live in
today.
You see, this young Austrian starlet would take one of the most valuable technologies ever developed right
from under Hitler's nose. After fleeing to America , she not only became a major Hollywood star, her name sits
on one of the most important patents ever granted by the U.S. Patent Office.
Today, when you use your cell phone or, over the next few years, as you experience super fast wireless Internet
access (via something called "long term evolution" or "LTE" technology), you'll be using an extension of the
technology a 20- year-old actress first conceived while sitting at dinner with Hitler.
At the time she made Ecstasy, Kiesler was married to one of the richest men in Austria. Friedrich Mandl was
Austria 's leading arms maker. His firm would become a key supplier to the Nazis.
Mandl used his beautiful young wife as a showpiece at important business dinners with representatives of the
Austrian, Italian, and German fascist forces. One of Mandl's favorite topics at these gatherings - which included
meals with Hitler and Mussolini - was the technology surrounding radio-controlled missiles and torpedoes. Wireless weapons offered far greater ranges than the wire-controlled alternatives that prevailed at the time.
Kiesler sat through these dinners "looking stupid," while absorbing everything she heard. As a Jew, Kiesler
hated the Nazis. She abhorred her husband's business ambitions. Mandl responded to his wilful wife by imprisoning her in his castle, Schloss Schwarzenau. In 1937, she managed to escape. She drugged her maid,
Snuck out of the castle wearing the maid's clothes, and sold her jewelry to finance a trip to London .
(She got out just in time. In 1938, Germany annexed Austria. The Nazis seized Mandl's factory. He was half
Jewish. Mandl fled to Brazil. Later, he became an adviser to Argentina 's iconic populist president, Juan Peron.)
In London, Kiesler arranged a meeting with Louis B. Mayer. She signed a long-term contract with him, becoming
one of MGM's biggest stars. She appeared in more than 20 films. She was a co-star to Clark Gable, Judy Garland, and even Bob Hope. Each of her first seven MGM movies was a blockbuster.
But Kiesler cared far more about fighting the Nazis than about making movies. At the height of her fame, in
1942, she developed a new kind of communications system, optimized for sending coded messages that couldn't
be "jammed." She was building a system that would allow torpedoes and guided bombs to always
reach
heir targets. She was building a system to kill Nazis.
By the 1940s, both the Nazis and the Allied forces were using the kind of single- frequency radioPAGE 22
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controlled technology Kiesler's ex-husband had been peddling. The drawback of this technology was that the
enemy could find the appropriate frequency and "jam" or intercept the signal, thereby interfering with the missile's intended path.
Kiesler's key innovation was to "change the channel." It was a way of encoding a message across a broad
area of the wireless spectrum. If one part of the spectrum was jammed, the message would still get through
on one of the other frequencies being used. The problem was, she could not figure out how to synchronize the
frequency changes on both the receiver and the transmitter. To solve the problem, she turned to perhaps the
world's first techno-musician, George Anthiel.
Anthiel was an acquaintance of Kiesler who achieved some notoriety for creating intricate musical compositions.
He synchronized his melodies across twelve player pianos, producing stereophonic sounds no one had ever
heard before. Kiesler incorporated Anthiel's technology for synchronizing his player pianos. Then, she was
able to synchronize the frequency changes between a weapon's receiver and its transmitter.
On August 11, 1942, U.S. Patent No. 2,292,387 was granted to Antheil and "Hedy Kiesler Markey," which was
Kiesler's married name at the time.
Most of you won't recognize the name Kiesler. And no one would remember the name Hedy Markey. But it's a
fair bet than anyone reading this newsletter of a certain age will remember one of the great beauties of Hollywood's golden age ~ Hedy Lamarr. That's the name Louis B. Mayer gave to his prize actress. That's the name
his movie company made famous.
Meanwhile, almost no one knows Hedwig Kiesler - aka Hedy Lamarr - was one of
the great pioneers of wireless communications. Her technology was developed by
the U.S. Navy, which has used it ever since.
You're probably using Lamarr's technology, too. Her patent sits at the foundation of
"spread spectrum technology," which you use every day when you log on to a wi- fi
network or make calls with your Bluetooth-enabled phone. It lies at the heart of the
massive investments being made right now in so-called fourth-generation "LTE" wireless technology. This next generation of cell phones and cell towers will provide
tremendous increases to wireless network speed and quality, by spreading wireless
signals across the entire available spectrum. This kind of encoding is only possible
using the kind of frequency switching that Hedwig Kiesler invented.
Thanks KC8WY
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Tuesday
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Wednesday

Thursday
1
Flip a coin day

4

5
Hug Your
Cat Day

11

25

26

3

9
WRARC Net
9:00PM
145.270
Swap n’ Shop
Ask the
Elmers

10

13

14

15

16
WRARC Net
9:00PM
145.270
Swap n’
Shop
Ask the
Elmers

17

21
First Day of
Summer

22

23
WRARC Net
9:00PM
145.270
Swap n’
Shop
Ask the
Elmers
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29

30
WRARC Net
9:00PM
145.270
Swap n’
Shop
Ask the
Elmers

20
WRARC
Meeting
7:00 P.M

--->

ARES Net
8:30 PM
146.745
PL 110.9

2
WRARC Net
9:00PM
145.270
Swap n’
Shop
Ask the
Elmers

8

Board Meeting
Eat’n Park
Auatintown
7:00 P.M.

19

Saturday

7

ARES Net
8:30 PM
146.745
PL 110.9

12

Friday

6

Ham Breakfast
Eat’n Park
Boardman
8:30 A.M.

18
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WaveBender
Input Due

27
Eat’n Park
Boardman
8:30 A.M.
Ham
Community
Breakfast

28
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